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How important is our education to us? What is the purpose for us to go to school? Our 

parents send us to school to gain knowledge and to understand more how significant education to 
us. They want us to have a beautiful future. Everything we do has it purpose likewise with 
education. Are there some problems do we encounter now in our society regarding education? 
Can everybody afford? As we can now in our society many of children’s are stop going to school 
for some financial problems. Years may pass the more tuition increase. What is really education 
mean? 
 

Education as we defined it is the fact that we acquire our general knowledge and we 
develop the powers of reasoning and judgments and to prepare oneself intellectually for mature 
life. No one will be smart enough to sit in lending position and to know how to make the correct 
decisions. We should be an educate person. We should give importance and interest in our 
education. We send our parents to school for us to have a better life in the future, they work hard 
for us and they even sacrifices just to buy our needs and wants. Many parents and teachers make 
their children believe that if they send their children to school, children can get a good job so 
they can afford to stay alive in the future. Yes it is! Education brings us to the pathway of 
success. Here we can gain knowledge in all thing that we execute, we are also train to discipline, 
we taught to read, to write, to speak and of the values that we must possess to make our life 
complete. Education can be obtained inside and out of the school; some believe that the primary 
success of knowledge is the four walled classrooms and the things our teachers impart. 
Education helps individual become happier and even happiest, knowing that they can input their 
educated opinions into different areas of life. Education plays a vital role in our society without 
this where and how can we learn so many things that I have stated above. How can we achieve 
the better future if there is no education that’s why we really need to value education in our life? 
 

Education can lead us to become resourceful members of the society and also lead us to 
get a good job and better future with this we can be able to become happier and even happiest 
and more competent human beings. Now I have realized that my parent was right “Education is 
and will always be important”. 
 


